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Pride and Honor: In Retrospect
Ranked among the best schools in the country, Royal College celebrates 177 years of education inculcating pride, honor
and responsibility.
A press conference was held on July, 11th 2012 at Cinnamon Grand Hotel to commemorate 177 years of proud history
adorned by Royal College. The press conference was headed by the Principal of Royal College Mr Upali Gunasekara,
Senior Deputy Principal Mr Sarath Keerthisena, Deputy Principals Mrs Lakshmi Attygale and Mr M. Kanapathipillai,
together with the Secretary of Royal College Union (RCU) Mr Manju Ariyaratne in the presence of leading print and
electronic media personnel. This event was organized by RCU Public Relations & Publicity Advisory Management
Committee represented by Mr Dumindra Ratnayaka and Mr Ruwan Bakmedeniya.
An audio-video presentation enlightened the audience by depicting the journey of Royal College thus far. It highlighted
some aspects of the college that sets it apart. Students of Royal College are from varying social backgrounds, ethnicities
and religious faith. Since 1835, Royal College has produced outstanding individuals from many walks of life. These
illustrious sons of Royal have played a key role in shaping the nation, its politics, professions and development. Students
have always been encouraged to interact with other school’s children and more importantly, to learn from them.
Being in the forefront of education, Royal College has always adapted to the changing pace of the world and prepares
students to face their future, knowledgably and confidently. Royal offers an exemplary education system and excellent
supportive facilities that help students to excel in many areas.
In addressing the audience, the Principal Mr Upali Gunasekara stated that “Royal does not claim to be the leader, but we
do lead in certain ways. We are not the best of innovators, but we do innovate in unique and significant ways. We excel
in what we do because of our heritage and history of 177 years. We are, in this sense, expected to lead, to set an
example, to innovate and be among the best educational institution in the country.”
Throughout the college’s 177 year journey, the RCU has played a critical role in spreading the values of the college to the
world outside. The RCU consisting of the former students of the college completes 121 years of existence this year.
The RCU is bound in loyalty and duty to serve two noble causes. These causes center its primary interests towards Royal
College and the community at large. Making unprecedented levels of volunteer contributions in terms of time, effort and
finance, with much loyalty, commitment and enthusiasm, members of the RCU have engaged in development work for
the betterment of the college and its student populace, the academic and non academic staff.
Commenting on some key projects by the RCU, Mr Manju Ariyaratne stated that “Through our pioneering Corporate
Social Responsibility initiative of organizing the annual EDEX exhibition Sri Lanka’s largest Higher Education and Careers
exhibition to the management of the Royal Nelung Center (RNC) an institution dedicated to all forms of dance, drama,
arts and other forms of aesthetic studies. We work tirelessly to improve our community at large and open opportunities
for future generations.”
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He further noted that the union has launched many “Green Initiatives” within and outside the school such as Rain water
harvesting, Bio gas generation, reforestation and waste segregation.
Mr Ariyaratne in retrospect of the college’s 177 years heritage said “We as a responsible alumni will always strive to take
forward the values of pride, honor and responsibility we learned at Royal College to the world at large”.
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The Annual General Meeting of Royal College Union 2012
Founded in 1891, Royal College Union (RCU) is one the oldest alumni associations of the schools education system in Sri
Lanka. Windswept by countless tempests from as far back as the Victorian times, its evolution process into the modern
alumni association it portrays today, speaks volumes of its dimensions which centers its primary interests on the College,
its past and present members and the Sri Lankan community at large.
Celebrating 122 years of fellowship and grandeur, the RCU held its Annual general Meeting on July, 14th 2012 at the
Navarangahala.
Proceeding the energetic participation of voters, the meeting commenced at 11 A.M. The Main Office bearers were reelected with Mr Manju Ariyaratne continuing his position as the Secretary of the RCU, Mr Chandana Aluthgama reelected as the Assistant Secretary, Mr Lalith Cooray as the Treasurer, Mr Mahesh Nanayakkara as the Assistant Treasurer,
Mr Ravi Widyalankara as the Bulletin Editor and Mr M.L. Fernando as the Recorder.
14 Vice Presidents who held office during the year 2011/2012 were re-elected. 4 of the 10 Trustees relinquished office
due to the conclusion of their constitutional period of 6 years and 4 new Trustees, namely Mr Chandresa W.
Abhayaratne, Mr R.C. De Silva, Mr Nalin G. Pathikirikorale and Mr U.L. Kaluaratchi were elected in place of them.
Members of the 9 statutory committees were also elected.
The President of RCU Mr Upali Gunasekara addressed the meeting followed by the address of the Secretary of RCU Mr
Manju Ariyaratne.
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The Debaters Council of Royal College proudly presents The Evening of Debates 2012
Since its inauguration, the Debaters Council of Royal College has produced many orators who have been in the forefront
of all aspects of human endeavor and ensuring young Royalists are enriched with knowledge, language skills and
eloquence that are required to progress in their chosen fields.
In its vision to enhance and nurture the oratory skills of the student community, the Debaters Council of Royal College
held “The Evening of Debates” on August, 3rd 2012, under the distinguished patronage of Hon Palitha Fernando, Attorney
General to the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, who himself had chaired Royal College Debaters Council during
his school career. The occasion was graced by many eminent old Royalists legal luminaries and other distinguished old
boys, who, despite their very demanding schedules, were present to witness the young talents that are nurtured at their
beloved alma mater.
During his school career, Hon Palitha Fernando captained the College English and Sinhala debating teams, served as
student chairman of the College English Literary Association and General Secretary of the Sinhala Literary Association.
After having joined the Attorney General’s Department of Sri Lanka as an Acting State Counsel, he was promoted to the
post of Senior State Counsel in 1989 and Deputy Solicitor General in 1997. He was head of the Legal Division of Sri Lanka
Navy and Judge Advocate of the Sri Lanka Navy till 2004. He had served as prosecutor and also Judge Advocate at several
Courts Martial of all three Services.
Among the distinguished guests of the house, were the Principal Mr Upali Gunasekara, Deputy Principal and Teacher-Incharge of the Debaters Council, Mrs C.L Attygalle and Secretary of Royal College Union (RCU) Mr Manju Ariyaratne.
Many energetic young debaters and orators of Royal College along with well-wishers witnessed this event.
The debating skills of the young Royalists were of such a wide variety of talent and energy, the gathering was one
immense unit of applause. The senior debaters of Royal and Ladies College were seen engaged in a heated debate over a
motion forwarded by the ladies, to ban chivalry!!!!. Debating, as an extra-curricular activity which is given much
attention at Royal College, has produced a wide spate of talented orators and debaters. Hon Palitha Fernando being one
such prominent figure, in his speech highlighted the benefits of debating and how it has contributed in his endeavors in
reaching the highest echelons of his career.
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RCU Table Tennis Advisory and Management Committee promotes Table Tennis at Royal
College
Royal College Table Tennis received fresh impetus sponsored by Royal College Union (RCU) Table Tennis Advisory and
Management Committee on July, 10th with the opening of the newly furnished Table Tennis arena. The project which
amounted unto Rs 1.25 million included the renovation of the arena, installation of parquet floors, addition of two new
tables and a bowling machine, as well as other equipment and necessary facilities for the benefit of Table Tennis at the
college.
The project was fully sponsored and executed by the RCU Table Tennis Advisory and Management Committee. The
event was graced by the Principal Mr Upali Gunasekara, Secretary of RCU Mr Manju Ariyaratne, Secretary of the SDS Mr
Banu Waidyarathne, two Senior Games Masters, Mr. Sudath Liyanagunawardene and Mr.M.T.A. Rauf, Teachers-InCharge, faculty members and students. The Principal Mr Upali Gunasekara in his speech thanked the committee for the
constant support it has given Table Tennis in the past years and advised the students who were present at the occasion,
to do their best in the sport and bring glory to the College as well as the Nation in time to come. Mr Manju Ariyaratne
worded his sincere pleasure for being present on this occasion. “We as a union will support each and every committee in
each and every endeavor towards the wellbeing of the College” He also said that acts such as these define the “true
meaning of the Union’s existence”, whilst emphasizing the exemplary manner in which TT advisory and management
committee has conducted affairs.
Since its inception 3 years ago the Committee has been in the forefront of actively promoting and motivating the
students who are involved with the sport. Two stage plays were organized previously by the Committee of which the
collaborated profit of Rs 1 million was utilized for the benefit of Table Tennis at the College.
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RCU Cricket Advisory and Management Committee boosts Royal College Cricket
With Cricket being a national past-time and Royal College having produced a formidable line-up of excellent Cricketers in
the past, in a bid to boost the standard of the game for budding Royal Cricketers, Royal College Union (RCU) Cricket
Advisory and Management Committee refurbished the Cricket Indoor nets at the college. The indoor cricket facilities
th

were upgraded and handed over to the principal and college authorities on July, 10 2012.
The project was done with the aim of motivating the students and to promote Cricket in the college. Among the
upgrades were the refurbishing of the nets and the ceiling along with other renovations of the building. The students will
now able to enjoy the facilities and perform at their best with utmost confidence.
Apart from these upgraded facilities, the college also boasts of state-of-the-art facilities in terms of many other sports,
which collectively contribute to Royal achieving excellent results in the sporting arena.
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Royal Challenge Presentation Ceremony
The qualities of good leadership are easy to define and identify but practicing and mastering this art is not easy. The
students of Royal Challenge 2012 rose to undertake that challenge. The challenge expected the students to “Be it your
best and do it with your heart” in such a way that it will reflect upon who they are and what they stand for.
The Royal Challenge 2012 has successfully seen its conclusion with the Certificate Award Ceremony held at the
Navarangahala on July, 10th. The event was graced by the Principal Mr Upali Gunasekara, Secretary of Royal College
Union (RCU) Mr Manju Ariyaratne, Director of Education, Mr. G.N. Silva, Deputy Chairman of the Board of Management
(BoM) for Career Guidance Counseling and Skills Development Center, Mr Upul Jinadasa and the President of Junior
Chamber International (JCI) Miss Radhika De Silva. Faculty members and students were present as well.
The Royal Challenge 2012 was organized by the BoM of Career Guidance Counseling and Skills Development Center, of
the RCU, in collaboration with the JCI to ensure that the students of Royal are empowered with leadership qualities to
make a difference in school and in society.
100 post O/L Royalists were awarded certificates declaring them adequate and well-informed in the criteria of
leadership, team-craft, time management, goal setting, planning and organising, communication and public speaking,
etiquette and decorum, coaching, mentoring and decision making, attitudes, values and motivation.
Course Directory Mr Charitha Bandara gave a synopsis of Royal Challenge 2012. He described the process of evaluation
as well as the Assessment Criteria which monitored and guided the students. The young “Royal Challengers” final project
will be an Environment Project where they will showcase their talents and leadership skills in mapping out and executing
a project that will benefit the College Environment in a positive manner. He also stated their vision to expand their
horizons and reach out for other schools by giving the chance for the students of the nation as well as strategies for the
Royal Challengers 2013 to take place next year.
Mr Upali Gunasekara opined his pleasure at the achievements of the students and stated his vision of a future for the
college where there need not be strict guide lines but a college where students themselves will have it instilled in their
hearts to behave as true “Royalists” must.
Mr Upul Jinadasa conveyed his sincere gratitude towards the Principal for always motivating and encouraging projects
which enhance the development of the students and being instrumental in initiating this Challenge. He further advised
the students to make use of this great opportunity to make a difference.
Several students shared their ideas about the program and were given the
opportunity to talk about what they had gained from it. They admitted that it
was “unlike any other classroom program” and that it would be useful for them
in their future endeavors in whichever path they choose.
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Old Royalist’s HR Professionals Forum
Royal College Union (RCU) organized the inauguration of the Old Royalist’s HR Professionals’ Association on the June,
28th 2012.
30 HR Professionals attended the event. It was suggested that a Steering Committee be formed from the volunteers who
attended, to draft a constitution for the Old Royalists’ HR Professional Association. The attendees contributed ideas as to
how the association should conduct and proceed to support the development of the alma mater. This association is to be
formed in order to support present Royalists who leave college in their endeavors in securing professional careers and to
support EDEX Careers in areas such as Career Guidance and Counseling.
In 2004, RCU launched 'EDEX Expo' by creating the most comprehensive platform offering the widest possible range of
opportunities in higher education, skills development and vocational training leading to gainful employment. The EDEX
web portal provides opportunity for job providers and Higher Education providers to publish available jobs and courses.
The Web Portal also provides career development related articles and resources for the benefit of students in Sri Lanka.
The Old Royalists’ HR Professional Association will have the opportunity to promote EDEX Careers portal among their
companies and friends who are in the HR profession as well as publish all their job vacancies. The portal works as a
match making site connecting Job Seekers and Job Makers. Their expertise on HR collectively utilized by the Association
in this manner will create new trends in HR and aid in introducing new features to maximize benefits for the students of
the college as well as the nation.
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From the UAE ......with Love to mother ROYAL
The Old Royalists in the United Arab Emirates (ORUAE) donates to projects at their beloved alma mater
The Old Royalists in the United Arab Emirates (ORUAE) visited their beloved alma mater on July 19th 2012 and
remembered with love the lessons learnt and the games played at Royal College, whilst on a visit to the grand old classrooms and beautiful college premises.
The Group donated 20 chairs for their beloved teachers. They also collectively sponsored a Grade Six student, selected as
a recipient of the Help a Needy Student (HNS) Program of Royal College Union (RCU) Loyalty Pledge Management
Committee. The ORUAE decided to sponsor the 20 teacher chairs required by the college on a request made by the RCU.
This was one important requirement of college as indicated by the Principal, Mr.Upali Gunasekara.
The student has an excellent academic record at Royal College and is a National Scout, whilst engaging in Chess. The
Group whilst pledging their support to the student until completion of his education at Royal College, will also champion
his Scouting activities.
The Loyalty Pledge manages a total of 139 Student Scholarships, under the Aegis of Royal College union (RCU) which was
initiated in 2002, and is one of the 33 committees under the excellent governance of the RCU established to champion
Royalists to become all-rounders and complete men.
The incumbent President of the ORUAE, Mr. Danika Gamage said that they were happy to help a young Royalist enjoy his
school career at Royal College to the fullest. The Group will continue to assist the student in his aspiration to become a
doctor in the future and serve mankind. The other members who participated at the event were Mr. Chandana
Kumarasiri, Secretary, ORUAE and Messers. Aruna Rodrigo and Chandana Edirisinghe, Committee Members, who met the
Principal of Royal College, Mr. Upali Gunasekara and Mr. Manju Ariyaratne, the Secretary of RCU, at Royal College.
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IT/BPO Industry Awareness Session at Royal College
Making career choices is only one part of the career planning process. Starting with a career plan early in life is essential
in this demanding modern age. At Royal College, apart from the academic and extra-curricular activities, students are
motivated to plan their future early and to have a head-start in life.
Royal College Union (RCU) held an IT/BPO awareness program on July 18th, 2012 under its EDEX Careers initiative. RCU
has always been in the forefront of offering information in terms of Careers for Royal College students. Students
participated in a very informative lecture on the Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) industry in Sri Lanka. BPO is a
subset of outsourcing that involves the contracting of the operations and responsibilities of specific business functions to
a third-party service provider. It is now one of the largest industries in Sri Lanka. Students were informed of a wide
variety of topics in the outsourcing industry.
Addressing the audience, Mr Upali Gunasekara, Principal of Royal College said that the opportunities were now much
higher than previous decades and that the students are now exposed to many different types of career opportunities
which were not available to the student population 20 years ago.
Mr Yasas Abeywickrama in his lecture educated the students about the many prospects of the BPO industry. “The way
organizations work has changed. Everything is now computerized and done via Information Technology” emphasizing on
the value of the BPO industry.
A former Royalist, Mr Vikash Pillai narrated of his understanding of the BPO industry and his experience will no doubt
motivate the students into considering the IT/BPO Industry. Mr Niranjan Silva advised the students in the importance of
saving for the future, not in monetary terms but in terms of water, electricity and fuel because those are of equal or
higher importance as monetary assets to a nation.
The students gained much from this valuable seminar, which was organized by the RCU with EDEX Careers to benefit the
students and the future leaders of Sri Lanka.
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RC group of ‘93 renovate ward 20 at the National Cancer Institute
The culmination of the relentless effort and positive attitudes to accomplish a definite goal by Royal College Group of ‘93,
despite many hardships and obstacles, was seen on July, 22nd at National Cancer Institute in Maharagama.
Ward 20 of the National Cancer Institute in Maharagama was refurbished and presented to the Institute by Group of ‘93.
Mr. Upali Gunasekara, the Principal of Royal College, who had witnessed this effort, which gives such an honor to Royal
College itself, volunteered himself along with the Director of the Cancer Institute, Dr. Kanishka Karunarathne, to
ceremonially declare open the charmingly elegant refurbished ward 20.
Assistant Secretary of the RCU Mr Chandana Aluthgama, Mr Nirosh Vithana, Mr Jayampath Attanayake, Mr Mahesh
Niroshan, Mr Chamara Manamperi , Dr Sapumal Haggala along with friends and well wishers of the Group of 93, senior
members of Royal College academic staff and Officials of ORGACO, Royal College Doctors' Association, the staff of the
Cancer Institute and the members of the Group of 93' were present to deliver their blessings to this noble project.
The condition of the ward had been significantly improved for the well being of the patients as well as hospital staff. The
progress and the completion was not without obstacles, setbacks and negative opinions from the pessimists. But the
agenda was crystal-clear.
"...To work with true Royal Spirits that was passed on to us from our Fathers, to repay the debts we owe, to our Almamater, which guided us to become what we are today...."
The friends of group of 93' over the past six months, with determination, calculated coordination, supplemented with
collective strength was able to fulfill the task better than what was expected. Projects such as this backed by the RCU,
has added valuable significance to the community at large.
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RC group of ‘80; golden jubilee celebrations
Golden links that bind to Royal Blue and Gold
The members of Royal College Group of ‘80 celebrate 50 glorious years this year, by organizing and participating in
various activities that enrich the spirit of Royal. What better way to celebrate half a century of their lives and 45 years of
being proud Royalists, than to watch the Bradby Shield Encounter together as a batch, and to revisit the hallowed halls of
Royal, the place which made them "the MEN they are", and to "Repay the debt they owe" in no small measure. Over 40
members of Royal College Class of 80, attended the Bradby second leg and enjoyed the fun and frolic of the event, in an
overwhelming atmosphere of camaraderie and fellowship. They travelled together to Kandy and stayed overnight
enjoying the company of their school mates along with family.
On June, 27th 2012, these old Royalists visited the college where they had spent many a memorable time. They enjoyed a
much anticipated lunch including food from the “good ol’ days” at the college canteen where many of the memories had
no doubt, taken place. They did not forget to invite the teachers to whom they owe so much, to share and reminiscent
with them. The teachers and their pupils spent an evocative evening and reminisced the magnificent times at Royal,
during which time they ‘learnt of books and men and how to play the game’
To mark this special occasion, an inter communication (intercom) system and Public Address (P.A.) system was fully
funded and handed over to their beloved alma-mater. The Group had organized many fund raising activities in order to
raise finances for this project. In addition generous personal contributions by their fellow batch mates and other well
wishers made this project the grand success it was. The total value of the project was estimated at Rs 3 million.
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Junior hostellers helped to learn of books
Royal College group of ‘95 steps forward to make the dream of having a fully fledged Study Room for the junior
hostellers, a reality.
A dormitory in the Hostel was converted into fully furnished Study Room which can accommodate 152 students. The
study room was ceremoniously handed over to the principal and college authorities on July, 24th 2012.
The event was graced by the Principal, Mr Upali Gunasekara, Secretary of Royal College Union (RCU) Mr Manju
Ariyaratne, President of Group 95, Mr Buddhike Iddagoda, Secretary of Group ‘95 Mr Nandun Chandraratne, Project
Chairman Mr Dasun Amarakon, Deputy Chairman of ORGACO, Mr Abhaya Amaradasa and Assistant Secretary of
ORGACO, Mr Upul Rajapakse, in the presence of committee members of the group.
The students currently residing at the hostel had been using the classrooms for studying and revision purposes. They are
now able to utilize the new study room in order to ensue in their studies. The project was successfully completed at a
cost of SLR 850,000/- approximately, through generous sponsorships of the group members. This noble cause will no
doubt contribute to the well being of the budding young Royalists and assist them in their school career.
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The AGM of Royal College Class of ‘72
The Annual General Meeting of Royal College Class of ‘72 was held on July 27th, 2012 at the Women’s International Hall.
The Principal Mr Upali Guasekara, Secretary of Royal College Union (RCU) Mr Manju Ariyaratne, the Executive Committee
of the year 2011/2012 along with the members of the class attended the meeting.
The AGM commenced with the evaluation of the Annual Report and of the audited accounts and continued on to the
appointing of the new office bearers. Mr Kithsiri Jayawardane was appointed as the President of the class of 72 with Mr
Sriyantha Wakwella being re-elected as the Secretary and Mr Anura Lokuhetti elected as the Treasurer.
Established in 1987 and consisting of over 800 members, Royal College - Class of ’72, has contributed towards the
betterment of Alma Mater in numerous ways.
Among the projects of the class of 75 for the year 2011/2012, the donation of library books to Royal College, Monaragala,
a Health and Nutrition seminar for the grade 7 students at Royal College and a management seminar “excellent in
action” which focused on modern management theories, take prominence. With many of the members reaching the
pinnacle in Government and Private sector and bringing in merit to the Class of 72, more and more efforts are being
made by the members of the class, to get involved in Community Development Projects and Social Welfare Activities
where many of the members play a leading role from many parts of the world.
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RCUAC moves to develop swimming skills
Royal College Union Aquatic Club (RCUAC) initiates the ‘Royal College Union Aquatic Academy’
In a giant step towards enhancing swimming skills of the youngsters, the RCUAC has initiated ‘Royal College Union
Aquatic Academy’. The inauguration of this Academy will take place on August, 2nd with the participation of the Principal
Mr Upali Gunasekara accompanied by the RCUAC Executive Committee. An evaluation of the athletes who wish to join
the Academy will be conducted in order to place them in to respective levels of Beginners, Novice, Intermediate and
Advanced. The activities of the Academy will be conducted by Royal College coaches under the guidance of the
swimming legend, Julian Bolling. Each student will receive individual attention in order to perform at their best. The
curriculum practiced at the Academy, will help anyone to succeed in Swimming while building confidence through the
mastery of skills.
Swimming, Diving and Water Polo are the aquatic sports that have taken the lead in the diverse collection of
extracurricular activities at Royal College. The three water sports are under the constant supervision and guidance of
Royal College Union Aquatic Club which, throughout the years have supported the students who participate in water
sports at school. Their main aim is to motivate the students to reach the pinnacle in aquatic sports and bring glory to the
College as well as the country on an international platform.
Royal College Union Aquatic Academy will be a valuable impetus to anyone who wishes excel in swimming.
For Registration and more information, contact the Pool Office- 011 269 5243, Ulfath – 0777 385 366, Miranga – 0777
102 515
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Hostellers assisted to flourish in music
RC Group of '93 steps forward to provide Air Conditioning in the Hostel Music Room at Royal College.
The Hostel Music Room was fully furnished and handed over to the college authorities by the college Prefect’s Council on
April, 30th 2012. The room was built in order to enrich the hostellers' musical talents and to enhance their performance
in the “Miyasi Meehirawaya” concert held annually.
Royal College Union (RCU) requested the members of the group of 93 to provide an Air Conditioning unit at the Music
Room and they graciously accepted the opportunity to execute the needful of funding the unit. This project which was
completed at an estimated cost of Rs 350,000/=, is anticipated to assist all the hostellers who are musically talented and
capable.
The event was attended by the Principal Mr Upali Gunasekara, Secretary RCU Mr Manju Ariyaratne, President and
committee members of the group. The president of the group, in his speech worded his pleasure in being able to repay
the debt one owes to ones beloved alma mater and concluded with the assurance that the fullest support can be
expected from the group in future accomplishments.
The group of 93 has been involved with many school development projects as well as CSR projects, one of which includes
the refurnishing of Ward 20 of the National Cancer Institute in Maharagama where despite many hardships and
drawbacks, the group was successful in their endeavor in fully upgrading the ward.
The Secretary of the RCU, commended the group for being exceptionally active and for all the contributions they've
made over the years in development activities of the alma-mater.
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Old Royalists Soccer Club players set to score the winning goals in India
The Old Royalists Soccer Club’s Team will set a precedent in organizing and spurring international Soccer matches, when
they take on two Indian teams commencing this August.
The first Soccer fixture is set to kick-off against the Don Bosco Academy on August 30th, which will be followed-on by the
next encounter against St. Patrick’s Sports Club on September 3rd 2012. The Old Royalist Soccer Club which was formed
in 2008 to promote the game has taken great strides to professionalize the sport by becoming affiliated to the Football
Federation of Sri Lanka (FFSL) and the Colombo Football League.
The Club has thus been able to encourage Royalists who have excelled in the sport whilst at college to continue their
game, and well as include players who are non-Royalists to promote and popularize the game.
It is hoped that the team will score the winning goals and bring honor to their respective club and uphold the sporting
traditions instilled at their alma mater.
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Inaugural AGM of the ORHRPA
The inaugural Annual General Meeting of the Old Royalist’s Human Resources Professionals’ Association (ORHRPA) was
held on the August, 24th 2012.
The inauguration was attended by the Secretary of Royal College Union (RCU) Mr Manju Ariyaratne, Chairman of EDEX
committee Mr Kamal Abeysinghe and distinguished council members.
The ORHRPA was formed with the primary objective of supporting present Royalists who leave college in their endeavors
in securing professional careers and to strengthen the services presently carried out by EDEX Careers in areas such as
Career Guidance and Counseling.
“The beauty of this team is that we have not only pure HR professionals but also Finance, IT, and Marketing personalities
who are passionate about People development. With this team, I am sure, nothing is impossible. I wish to mention one
important thing, as Royalists, we live by values. Those values had been inculcated in to our systems mostly during our
childhood, at Royal College. We need to run this Association based on our values ensuring professionalism” said Mr
Prabhash Hettiarachchi, President of ORHRPA, in his speech.
The ORHRPA shall serve Royal College, Colombo and uphold its good name by carrying out a wider scope of human
resources activities in achieving the following objectives;
·
·
·
·
·
·

Promote and provide carrier guidance.
Promote Human Resources Management among students and school leavers.
Promote job placement opportunities among job seekers.
Share the latest trends/knowledge/practices/issues in management through seminars/workshops.
Provide scholarships and financial assistance in HR education.
Support initiatives/activities of Royal College Union and its affiliated Associations

The Association invites all Old Royalists with HRM and HRD expertise at varies levels who are willing to be a part of this
ambitious endeavor under the patronage of the RCU and ORHRPA, in its vision to be of service to their beloved alma
mater and the nation’s youth at large.
ARTICLE 4 : ELIGIBILITY FOR MEMBERSHIP
·
An old boy of Royal College, Colombo 7, living in Sri Lanka or abroad who holds any of the qualifications given in
ARTICLE 4-1 and/or 4-2 shall be eligible to be a member of ORHRPA;
·
4-1 A person holding a professional qualification in Human resource Management or any other related qualification
from any of the recognized university or educational institution
·
4-2 A practitioner or a person involved in Human Capital Management
Those who are interested in joining the Association can contact Mr Prabhash Hettiarachchi, President of the ORHRPA
(Mobile : 0777 44 34 37 /
0773 95 65 38, email
: prabhash.hettiarachchi@gm
ail.com)
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RCOBAA Links a Golden cord to a Golden Cause
RCOBAA contributes a sum of 8000 AUD towards the 'Loyalty Pledge Student Scholarship Program
The magnanimity of Royal College Union's members and its affiliates is spread all across the globe, in terms of 'repaying'
a debt', to its beloved alma mater.
This time round Royal College Old Boys in Australia Association (RCOBAA) has stepped forward to gift students under the
aegis of the Loyalty Pledge's Help a Needy Student Programme (HNS) a gift that will empower 04 young Royalists with
financial need. Although aggrieved by lack of resources they are all academically bright and these scholarships will
benefit them in their whole school life, and undoubtedly brighten their future.
RCOBAA was incorporated in Melbourne, Australia over 20 years ago and is a long established group of past students of
Royal College, who have continuously supported development of their alma-mater. The Annual Dinner Dance organized
by the RCOBAA is an annual fundraiser and profits made are always diverted towards supporting Royal.
The generous donation AUD 8,000/- has been received with gratitude as it not only empowers these disserving students
but places faith in a sound system under the control of the RCU in terms of fund management for the benefit of the
students.
At the first council meeting of Royal College Union (RCU) held recently, the Secretary of the RCU on behalf of the union,
extended his sincere thanks to RCOBAA for this magnanimous gesture. He also noted with gratitude RCOBAA'S continued
support towards the betterment of college.
The Chairman of the Loyalty Pledge, Mr. Nihal Seneviratne expressed his thanks to RCOBAA for their wonderful gesture in
upholding the Loyalty Pledge's student scholarship programme, which has been assisting students of Royal College lead
an all-round life.
This year the 138 students will benefit from donations such as this. It is heartening that many Old Boy groups overseas
have come forward to champion the student scholarship programme, joining forces with those in Sri Lanka to ensure that
all Royalists emerge as leaders in society and create a difference.
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RCU supports Teaching Skills development of RC faculty
Royal College Union (RCU) supports Teaching Skills development of RC faculty.
The Board of Management of Career Guidance, Counseling and Skills Development Center (BOMCGCSDC), a statutory
commitee of Royal College Union (RCU) ,sponsored an English Language skills development workshop for 26 English
teachers of Royal.The workshop was aimed at developing the proficiency level of teachers and was conducted by
internationally acclaimed resource personnel. This is the first time a majority of the English teachers of Royal,
participated in this conference cum work shop which is organized by the Sri Lanka English Teachers Association (SLETA)
annually. The RCU facilitated this program at a cost of Rs 93,500/= which was fully funded by the BOMCGCSDC.

English language undoubtedly is the established universal link language and is seen as a vital tool to empower students
to be globally competitive. Learning English as a second language opens many doors for everyone and provides them
with a variety of options and opportunities. The RCU has recognized the importance of developing the proficiency level
of teachers and the benefits naturally spill over to the present and future generations of Royalists in their higher studies
and career endeavors.

The sponsorship was accepted by Mr Sarath Keerthisena Deputy Principal of Royal College from Mr Manju Ariyaratne
Secretary of the RCU in the presence of Mr Y.M. Jayasuriya, Mr Upul Jinadasa Chariman of the BOMCGCSDC and Mr Ajith
Rajapakse, Manager Skills Center.
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RCDA conducts Annual Health Screening Program 2012
Members of Royal College Doctors Association (RCDA) took time off their busy professional schedules in order to conduct
a Health Screening Program to benefit the student population of Royal College.
The conclusion of this giant venture took place on September, 12th 2012 with the presenting of eyewear to students
diagnosed with visual defects, in the presence of Principal Mr Upali Gunasekara, Secretary of Royal College Union (RCU)
Mr Manju Ariyaratne and Dr Ajith Tennakoon, President of the RCDA along with members of RCDA. The students who
were given the eyewear, courtesy of the School Medical Inspection Program as a result of the coordinated efforts of
RCDA, also received detailed instructions on the proper use of them as well.
This venture was a result of the School Medical Inspection Program conducted by the RCDA through its dedicated
membership who devoted their personal time and efforts to initiate and co-ordinate this noble cause. The Health
Screening had taken place from the 25th to 27th of June 2012 where 1386 students of Grades 1, 4 and 7 were conducted
through methodical check ups. Students were subjected to a wide range of tests and were given the necessary care,
advice and support to overcome any anomalies that were diagnosed. 272 students received vaccinations while 178
students were diagnosed with visual defects, 35 of which received suitable eyewear at the concluding event. This
program was aimed at promoting the health and well-being of the students and gave them the excellent opportunity to
detect disease and health issues in their early stages.
Specialists Doctors in General Medicine, Surgery, ENT, Paediatrics, Dermatology, Rheumatology, Orthopaedics Surgery,
Cardiology, and Chest Medicine were present for specialized consultations and to ensure the success of this noble cause.
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RCU inspires junior prefects “to realize one’s true potential”
The Board of Management of Career Guidance, Counseling and Skills Development Center (BOMCGCSDC), a statutory
committee of Royal College Union (RCU) organized a leadership program on September, 10th 2012.
The program was centered on the theme “to realize one’s true potential” and inspired the attendees to “be the best you
were born to be”. 90 junior prefects of Royal College attended the program aimed at building leadership skills, teamcraft, time management, goal setting and many other student development oriented proficiencies.
“You were born to win!” said Mr Ajith Wickrama, sectional head of Grade 8, wording his thoughts at the program. He
emphasized the value of being a junior prefect of Royal College and how the experience gained by being a part of this
great institution will guide them in all their future accomplishments.
Since its inception, the old-boys’ arm of Royal College has been a key aspect with regards to any and all college activities.
Past Royalists have it instilled in their hearts to “repay the debt” they owe to their beloved alma mater by making certain
that the present Royalists atain the highest in every venture. “Our focus is to give you the competencies to be a true
Royalist” stated Mr Upul Jinadasa, Deputy Chairman of BOMCGCSDC. He further opined that it is essential the future
leaders maintain the level of quality and standard of Royal College for years to come.
The presentation was conducted by professional trainer, Mr Dhammika Kalapuge and the students showed their interest
with eager spirits and active participation on the proceedings. The students did not hesitate to show their appreciation
in loud choruses of agreement when challenged with Mr Kalapuge’s quotes on winning; “To win, we need positive
vibrations” The students gained much in this attempt to enhance personal development and enjoyed it concurrently.
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RC group of '96 sponsors RCU web domain till 2031
The world has changed. It has shrunk and has become flat. The “World Wide Web (WWW)” has been a vital factor in
bringing about this change. The WWW has become an essential element for any institution or organization for their mere
existence. Royal College Union (RCU) has embarked on a mission to embrace this universal communication and
networking tool to unite the old Royal fraternity that is spread across the globe, in order to accomplish their endeavor to
serve its beloved alma-mater.
With the advancement in the world of Information and Communications Technology, having a web site that is accessible
globally, gives Royal College Union (RCU) a competitive leverage in moving with the times. Having RCU on a global
platform gives it the maximum advantage as effective communication plays a primary role in the activities and progress
of the alumni. Maintaining a dynamic, informative and an interactive website no doubt brings about heavy financial
commitments and being a voluntary organization it becomes an even tougher task.
Having realized the need of the hour and also the importance of continuity of the www.rcu.lk website, Royal College
group ’96 came forward to sponsor the web domain fee for 20 years commencing 2012 at an approximated cost of
Rs.200,000. This will ensure that the “lk” domain will be secure for the RCU for the next twenty years up until 2032.
The group gathered at RCU September, 12th 2012 in order to officially handover the sponsorship cheque to RCU. Mr
Manju Ariyaratne, Secretary of the RCU accepting the payment, opined his appreciation in the group’s effort “to make
sure RCU moves with the ever changing world”. Mr Hasitha Abeywardene chairman of the RCU web management
committee along with the committee members, also attended this event.
The group consists of 150 active members who organize and participate in group events throughout the year while
engaging in CSR projects. The group’s previous projects to college include the refurbishing of the mini theater with the
necessary furniture and changing rooms. The group future aspects include the completion of the sound and light system
of the mini theater.
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RCOBECA empowers students in Jaffna
In this post conflict era, social integration, mutual respect and intercultural relationships are key aspects in our country’s
future development. The commitment of the Old Royal fraternity towards this end was exhibited recently at an event
that took place in Jaffna. Royal College Union (RCU) and its affiliates have taken many initiatives in the past to extend
much needed help and support to the student population of the north and east of Sri Lanka. The focus of all such
projects was the development of educational facilities of school going children in that part of the country.

Royal College Old Boys’ East Coast Association (RCOBECA) recently donated Rs 100,000/= worth of library books and
medical supplies to Delft Maha Vidyalaya on September 12, 2012 in Jaffna, in the presence of the two school heads. Mr
Upali Gunasekara, Principal of Royal College, along with Mr Sudath Liyanagunawara, Mr Rohan Weerasekara and 10
students participated at the handing over ceremony.

Mr.Gunasekara thanked RCOBECA for their magnanimity and thoughtfulness, although domiciled away from their
motherland. The Annual RCOBECA Dinner Dance held at Royal Manor - Garfield, New Jersey in March was the
fundraising event for this project.
RCOBECA established in 1993 is an arm of Royal College Alumnai, representing the college in the East Coast of the United
States. It was founded with the intention of bringing the alumni and their families together for social activities and
sports, but more importantly to serve as a charitable organization to help the students of Royal College and keep the
image of RCU alive overseas. RCOBECA has now extended their helping hand beyond the borders of their alma-mater by
supporting a wider cross section of the student population in the country.
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RC group of ’07 assists students to face exams with confidence
The key to success is confidence. Building confidence in students who will face one of life’s biggest milestones will,
without a doubt, ensue in their success. In an attempt to prepare future scholars of Royal College, Royal College Group of
2007 organized a seminar on September, 11th at Navarangahala. The seminar was aimed at Grade 11 students who will
face the Ordinary Level Examination this December. This venture served the objective of preparing the students to cope
with the vast syllabus within the limited time of 3 months.
The seminar was conducted by Dr. Priyanga de Zoysa – well known physician, author and public speaker. It was a
delicately cut set of psychological concepts, carefully presented to meet the capacity and needs of students anticipating
their G.C.E. O/L examinations.
The seminar’s contents of systematic analytical and planning techniques will undoubtedly prove helpful to the students
who were taught how to manage their time efficiently while focusing on efficient revision methods and model paper
writing skills. Dr. Priyanga de Zoysa enlightened the students on memory techniques, speed reading, and coping with
exam related pressure. His efforts and skills equipped the students with the advanced psychological concepts in a
compact and clear manner in addition to the motivation he has given the young Royalists to tackle the upcoming barrier.
The group plans to do similar seminars and workshops in the near future, tailored to suit the students of other grades
and the teachers ensuing Royalists to succeed with confidence.
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Royal Blood’: Annual Blood Drive
Royal College Group of’93 organized “Royal Blood”, the annual Blood Donation Campaign on September, 20th 2012. This
camp was held in aid of the Cancer Hospital, Maharagama.
This was held for the 3rd consecutive time since its inaugural year in 2010, which was organized as a part of the 175th
anniversary celebration of Royal College. The camp received an overwhelming response by old boys, students, teachers
and well wishers who volunteered in this noble cause.
Earlier this year, in their vision to ‘pay their debt to college’ the group stepped forward to provide Air Conditioning in the
Hostel Music Room at Royal College thus helping young musicians to perform in their optimum. In their wider vision to
‘serve community’ the group renovated Ward 20 of the Cancer Hospital in the hope of improving the conditions of the
resident patients.
Each project saw successful conclusions as a result of relentless efforts of the committee members of group of ’93.
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Synergy partners with EDEX to offer scholarship
In 2004, Royal College Union (RCU) with its interests centered on the student population of Sri Lanka, initiated ‘EDEX
Expo’, the largest platform offering the widest choices and opportunities in higher education and skills development. In a
bid to widen the horizons to budding young Marketers, Synergy and EDEX collaborate in awarding the EDEX/Synergy
Scholarships.
The 3rd edition of the EDEX/Synergy Scholarship Awards Ceremony was held on September 15th 2012 at Royal College
Union, Skills Center.
Twenty nine students participated at the programme representing 6 leading schools, namely, Royal College, Bishop’s
College, Holy Family Convent, St. Bridget’s Convent, St. Joseph’s College and Trinity College. The officials from Synergy
School of Marketing and Royal College Union's EDEX committee were present on the occasion.
The world of marketing was brought into focus by the ‘gurus’ of marketing of both EDEX and Synergy. The fusion of two
great brands in the Sri Lanka Market, if not globally, have created a wealth of opportunities for the discerning students
who wish to pursue their studies in the dynamic field of Marketing.
Starting off the proceedings with an eye-opener, Mr. Michael Ranasinghe, the Director of Synergy stressed that the skill,
opportunity and commitment, where essential ingredients which were required for the students to ensure success.
He highlighted the example of perseverance through the story of an athlete, who through tremendous odds, disability
and toil, had set a benchmark of excellence in the field of athletics. The credo seemed to be “Never Give Up”!
And the call for the students was to ensure that they rise up to all the challenges faced by them and succeed.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Kamal Abeysinghe, chairman of THE EDEX committee, highlighted the challenges and also
the opportunities faced by the youth. He encouraged the students who had been selected by the leading schools in
Colombo to grab the opportunity given to them, and be catalyst in changing their own lives and that of others.
Mr. Manju Ariyaratne, the Secretary of RCU, an experienced Marketer, was of the opinion that the students were
privileged to receive scholarships that were fitting of the times, as marketing embraced the other disciplines in the
market, and as such was of prime value.
A student representative of the Synergy School of Marketing said that he was lucky and enthused to sit in for his
Marketing classes as he could learn hard and play hard too. Yet, he said that he knew that at the end of the day, he knew
that the onus was him to study well and make use of the qualification, and become successful in the profession.
The scholarship program is its third year, with the majority of the students who have proceeded, doing extremely well in
their respective curricular, and also gaining excellent employment in multi-national companies such as Unilever and
Nestles.
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Launch of Touch Down 2012
Nestled in a picturesque plot down Stanley Wijesundara Mawatha, Royal College Sports Complex (RCSC), declared
opened on May 10th, 2001 has witnessed many enthusiastic sporting competitions for over a decade. Today, RCSC has
evolved to become one of the premier indoor and outdoor sporting venues, featuring facilities for outdoor sports such as
rugby and soccer whilst the indoor arenas are fully equipped to host badminton, basketball, squash and table tennis. The
coveted area of this arena is the modern gymnasium with state-of-the art facilities.
An increased interest in sports such as rugby (recently seen in the Colombo leg of the Bradby 2012) have made many
demands on the Complex in terms of its capacity and stepping up to this challenge is ‘Touch Down 2012’ committee,
headed by its Chairman, the dynamic chief of Singer Sri Lanka and NDB, Mr Hemaka Amarasuriya.
The committee along with Royal College Union (RCU) has initiated ‘Touch Down 2012’ to increase the overall venue
capacity from 10,500 to 12,500. This increase will come from the addition of a brand new pavilion on the opposite side of
the current grand stand. The new two-tiered pavilion and the two wings will enhance seating capacity by 2000 seats.
The official launch of ‘Touch Down 2012’ was held on September 26th at Park Street Mews with the participation of
generous sponsors such as NDB, Etiselat, ACL Cable, Singer and Brandex along with prominent Old Royalists who wished
to contribute in this project.
In making this project a reality by 2013 Rugby Season, the committee formulated the following methods of funding.
Brand Sponsorship
All corporate sponsors and the respective brands will be given the opportunity to promote their companies using the
allocated slots at the stadium.
Honor Roll
Former 1st XI/ players and their respective teams can also become part of this historic pavilion project by contributing
the sum of SLR 250,000.00 per team, in return obtaining the privilege of having their 'official' team photograph displayed
prominently within the confines of the original 'main' pavilion. All Funds collected will be utilized in the construction of
the new pavilion opposite the current grand stand.
Life Membership
• A new 'life membership 2012 package that includes Exclusive Reserved Seats (Maximum 2 seats per member) in the
New Pavilion wings, for a period of Three Years will be made available at a cost of SLR 25,000.00 (for life membership)
plus SLR 10,000.00 per seat.
• These assigned seats will be made available to the assigned 'life member' for any sporting event 'hosted' by Royal
College. This includes all 1st XV rugby matches including the Bradby Colombo leg.
• Founder life members can also enjoy these benefits, by simply making a payment of SLR 10,000.00 per seat (Maximum
2 seats per member) in the New Pavilion wings, for a period of Three Years.
• In addition, all 'life members' past, present and future will be able to avail themselves to a 25% discount on gym
membershM and 25% off when dining at the adjacent Agra Indian Restaurant.
For More Information Contact Jehan CanagaRetna — 0777-775-159 Prassana Lenaduwa — 0777-793-852
Membership Subscriptions can be obtained from the Royal College Sports Complex and RCU during standard working
hours.
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Royal make history in the waters.....bag three elusive titles in 2012
2012 marks a significant milestone in the history of Royal College swimming as Royal bagged three elusive titles that
were out of their reach during the last few years. Royal College has produced Olympian school boy swimmers who have
brought pride to the college and the country. The college has always had a top team representing swimming
championships held at both inter-school and national level. The present swimmers and divers always wish to emulate
their senior swimmers, and in turn have received the guidance and mentoring from past Royalists.
The focus and excellent training received have paid off with the young Royalists making a splash at recent swimming
meets. Bagging two victories in one week, the Royal College Team emerged champions in the Sri Lanka National School
Games 2012 held on Sunday, 16th September as well as the Sri Lanka National Swimming Championships concluded on
September 23rd. Another championship title achieved by Royal earlier this year is the National Age Group
Championships 2012.
The champion team triumphed in the categories of under 17 and under 19, scoring a total of 55 points over Trinity
College (40) to secure the title in the men’s category at the National School Games 2012 and scored a winning 225 points
to beat Navy Sports Club (217) at the Sri Lanka National Swimming Championships 2012. Royal College has not won the
National Championship during the last 30 years and thus marking a significant milestone in the history of aquatics at
college. Royal captain Kanitha Munasinghe was adjudged the best swimmer at this meet.
Historically the Royal swimming teams were renowned to be full of skill, talent and have been extremely competitive
among all schools in the country. With the emergence and development of aquatic facilities in a number of other
schools, the task of maintaining their superiority became an extremely tough ask for the Royalists. During the past three
years, under the able guidance of the Principal, Royal College adopted a planned strategy to win back the lost glory of
Royal swimming. Royal College Union Aquatic Club (RCUAC), several prominent past swimmers and the school
administration all joined hands to make this come back and the achievements of Royal swimmers in 2012 is ample
testimony of these efforts.
Julian Bolling, who is the most illustrious swimmer produced by Royal thus far volunteered to take over swimming
development at Royal College three years ago and his passion, dedication and the commitment to see Royal swimming
regain its lost glory has now become a reality. Collective efforts of the RCUAC, the coaching team, school administration
and the swimmers were all instrumental in achieving these significant victories.
The three aquatic sports, swimming, diving and water polo play a central role in the wide spectrum of extracurricular
activities at Royal College. RCUAC with its primary interests resting in all three sports constantly guides and supports the
students to excel in it. Throughout the years, the RCUAC has taken initiatives to monitor and upkeep the necessities of
the athletes engaged in it by providing quantifiable amounts of material financial assistance and counsel.
Apart from regular skill building workshops, RCUAC recently initiated the ‘Royal College Union Aquatic Academy’ where
swimmers of all levels from beginner to advance are guided under the head coach Julian Bolling.
It is noteworthy that the pool gifted to the college in 1968 by Royal College Union, still functions as the best medium for
competition, though the time seems right to upgrade this lovely-old 'Blue-Jewel'.
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NATIONAL SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS 2012.

AGE GROUP CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS 2012.
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Synergy and Prowess of Royal College Oarsmen brings excellent results
Royal College Rowing which has witnessed high standards and emulates the team-spirit and discipline inculcated in the
college, outsmarted their rivals at the recent events marking their class and superior rowing tactics, co-ordination and
synchronicity.
Royal College Rowing Team performed exceptionally well, bagging 10 gold medals , 8 silver medals and 6 bronze medals
in the categories of under 14, 16 and 18 in the Sri Lanka School’s Rowing National Championship held on September
15th.
Eight schools, namely Ananda College, Asian International School, St' Thomas College, St. Josephs College, Royal College,
Prince of Wales College, Nalanda College, D.S.Senanayake College took part in this competition.
The event saw the schools completing over a distance of 1000 meters on the picturesque waters of Bolgoda Lake. The
opening ceremony took place on the 13th with competitions taking place till the 15th, with the finals marking victory for
Royal College. Royal College gave a strong showing in skillfully maneuvering the boats with their opponents while vying
for honors in the boys’ category.
It is with great pride that the participants from Royal College acknowledge the constant support extended to them by the
Rowing Advisory & Management Committee of Royal College Union (RCU) which shares the magnificent experience of
rowing by promoting it in College.
The 8 schools participated in 4 events: single scull, double scull, coxless pair and coxed four. The events are sectioned into
girls and boys events, each in the categories of Under 14, Under 16, Under 18 and Under 20. Overall winners from each
age group received the t-sips Champions trophy, medals and a certificate.
T-sips has been behind the Royal-Thomian Regatta and Royal College team for three consecutive years will once again
step up to support the sport. This event generally known as Royal Thomian Regatta or The Regatta is the annual rowing
race between Royal College, Colombo and S. Thomas' College, Mt Lavinia having begun in 1962 as the Royal Thomian
Boat Race that evolved into a regatta in 1966 and now is made up of 8 events.
The races are rowed over a distance of 1000 yards and take place on the Beira Lake in Colombo. The regatta takes place
in the month of October and is usually held on the last Saturday of the month at the Colombo Rowing Club. The Royal
Thomian Regatta is the oldest inter-school rowing regatta in Sri Lanka, with Royal the first school to take up school
rowing in the country.
Having begun in 1962 'The Regatta' is the 3rd oldest sporting encounter between Royal College and S. Thomas' College,
after the Battle of the Blues Cricket Encounter and Rugby Encounter.
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Royal Shooters bring home the plum after 11 years
Royal College showed its versatility, prowess and glorious guts, with matching pace with the opponents of competing
teams in the ‘Sri Lanka Schools Under 19, 'A' Division Basketball Championships which concluded on September, 18th
2012 at Royal College basketball courts.
The much anticipated Basketball Championship saw Royal College compete with D.S. Senanayake with a 58-55 victory in
the quarter finals with Sameera Chanaka scoring 22, Sandeepa Ratnayake scoring 12 and Ashen Menuka scoring 09
points.
The Semi- Finals saw Royalists Sandeepa Ratnayake and Ashen Menuka each scoring 19 along with Juliyan Gunasinghe
scoring 17 which no doubt contributed in the winning score of 101 – 55 against Azhar Central Kandy.
Royal’s monumental victory against C.I.S Kandy at 65-52 saw Juliyan Gunasingha, Nipun Siriwardhana and Sameera
Chanaka scoring 16,14 and 13 respectively thus securing the U-19 Basketball Championship title to Royal after 11 long
years.
Sandeepa Ratnayake was named the most valuable player of the final while Nipun Siriwardhana won the best defensive
player award.
It is heartening to witness Basketball come under the spotlight, with many fine young Royal Basketball players showing
off their talent, fitness and determined team-spirit to fire-off the winning shots.
To go hand in hand with Royal College’s academic glory, the athletics arena has been restructured according to an
ambitious program introduced under the guidance of its administration.
With the constant guidance and support of the Royal College Union (RCU) and its advisory committees, college academic
divisions, sports and athletic divisions along with extracurricular activities have made Royal College a befitting
educational institute of the world that has the capacity to cater to the needs of the young generation of the new
millennium.
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A tribute to a gentle-man and a gentleman par excellence
Eighty Fifth birth anniversary of Mr Viji Weerasinghe of Royal College – 17
September 2012
I came to know Mr Weerasinghe rather late in my life; I was nudging 60
when I first met him. That was in consequence to my assuming duties as
the Administration Manger of this august body Royal College Union (RCU)
at the behest of my former colleague Mr Abhaya Amaradasa who was the
Secretary of the Union at the time, March 2005. By that time I have
worked over 34 years in industry and spent two years in retirement. I
have had my fair share of ups and downs, have got kicked about and was
quite well jaded not to have any illusions about human nature or human
beings!
Then I met Mr Weerasinghe at the old RCU office now housing the
modern looking Merchandise Shop of the school.
He had a lean and
hungry look, but of course he was no conspirator like the original
character thus described by Mr Shakespeare. Everyone about addressed
him as “Sir”, most of them were his old students. My predecessor, Mr Tissa Gunaratne who worked with me for one
month to familiarise me with the work, who is now a Vice President of the Union, is the only person who called him Viji.
That was because he was even Mr Weerasinghe’s senior at Royal, by a few years, I understand. *At the time Mr
Gunaratne was about 82 or 83 but he still drove the car to office! Now he lives in quiet retirement at home, but takes
very active interest in all Union happenings]. As I am not an old Royalist, and with my cynical lack of faith in human
nature I addressed Mr Weerasinghe as, “Mr Weerasinghe”, he too addressed me by my last name, but preceded by
“Mr”, unlike some in the younger generation. A few months went by, quite quickly, *Mr Weerasinghe, with his
knowledge of Latin would have said, “Tempus fugit”+ and I found him to be a gentle old soul, very benign and helpful,
very forgiving in others mistakes and even blunders and ready to help them to get out of the situation with least
embarrassment to themselves and others affected. He regaled me with anecdotes of his school days, time as a teacher
at Royal, etc. He advised me regarding the best course of action when I was in doubt about any official matter or when I
wanted something done at the school in the course of my duties. He often smoothed the way for me by giving a call to
the party concerned. His demeanour and attitude were so benign and sincere that I found myself addressing his as “Sir”
quite unconsciously, despite my cynicism. So far, he is the last “respected elder” I have met since I turned 60. A very
similar sentiment was expressed by the present Principal of Royal College, Mr Upali Gunasekara, when speaking about
him at the Union meeting immediately after Mr Weerasinghe’s death in 2007.

He was a Vice President of the Union and worked at the Union office in the capacity of Advisor. Many came to visit him,
his adoring old students, his old contemporaries, former teachers of Royal College staff and others who have come to
know him during his long life. Most came to have a chat about the “good old days” and reminisce. Some came to seek
help in admission of their children to the school. Mr Weerasinghe was a virtual chain smoker; his room was filled with
the aroma of cigarettes. In fact, the miasma of smoke was so dense that it has been necessary to install a small exhaust
fan in the room to remove some of the smoke so that others could feel comfortable in the room! He was also a maestro
at pouring oil on troubled waters. Many were the times that he was called upon to settle minor and major disputes in
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the Union where all are volunteers and often work long hours after their normal stint in earning their bread and butter
during day time. He had his age and his status as a respected and honest teacher to his advantage, the traditional
respect that the Sri Lankans have for their teachers also helped no doubt.
He enjoyed classical music, drama and old novels made into cinema. The first line of the ancient Indian sage,
Vishnusharman’s Sanskrit shlokaKavya-shastra-vinodena kalo gachchathi dheematham
Vyasanena cha murkhanam nidraya kalhena va
[Wise men spend their time in appreciation of science and poetry;
Fools in vice, sleep and quarrels]
Aptly describes Mr Weerasinghe. He had a vast collection of western classical music and classical films in the form of
DVD’s. In the evenings he used to enjoy a quiet drink with dinner and go to sleep listening to classical music. His
beloved wife, Mrs Gladys Weerasinghe comes and switches off the player once he has been lulled into sleep by Bach or
Beethoven, etc., with Bacchus playing a very minor role.
Mr Weerasinghe passed away just one month and two weeks after his 80th birthday in 2007. That year Royal College
Union had a combined birthday party in the lobby of the new Union office building for Mr Weerasinghe and Mr Upali
Gunasekara, the Principal, who happened to share the same birthday – albeit years apart! Most of the RCU office
bearers, RCU staff, school staff and many of his old colleagues and pupils were present.
Royal has a rich multi lingual and multi religious tradition, however, I am sure the Royal fraternity will not mind when I
say, “Budu bhava athveva” to Mr Weerasinghe according to his belief.

VSE Walagedera
Administration Manager,
Royal College Union.
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A ‘Royal legal eagle’ flies the Blue and Gold flag high in the realm
of Law
Palitha Fernando appointed as Sri Lanka’s new Attorney General
Royal College produces ‘complete men’ who are ‘change-makers’ in society and who
can bring about law and justice to mother Lanka. Rear Admiral Palitha Fernando is
one such distinguished old-boy of Royal College. He is Sri Lanka’s new Attorney
General appointed to this prestigious post on July 11th.
And in the realm of law, which is symbolically portrayed by a blind-folded lady,
carrying a pair of scales, Palitha Fernando having reached the pinnacle, has now
taken on the mantle of steering civic life, with order, equanimity and justice.
Royal College boasts of ‘having made kings’ and ‘making kings’ in different spheres of life and careers, is justly proud of
producing a lawmaker and a lawgiver; who has within his power and jurisdiction to ensure good governance in law in Sri
Lanka.
Reaching the highest echelons of office in law is no mean achievement, and Palitha Fernando had his heart set on
following a career in law, where his love of this subject and his talent was molded at Royal College, a school like no
other.
Palitha Fernando’s rise to the top in the field of law can be mapped from the time he entered the great halls of learning
at Royal, as a student, and then to being a young law student, where he went on to achieve his LLB and LLM in
International Law from the University of Colombo.
Having selected his niche in law, he also passed his Attorney’s examination and became a lawyer. He also has the
distinction of gaining a second LLM in International Commercial Law from the University of Bristol. Whilst achieving
laurels in terms of qualifications, Palitha Fernando also steadily rose in rank in his career at the attorney-General’s
department, first as a State Counsel, then as a Senior State Counsel and as the Deputy Solicitor General. It was a feather
in his cap to be appointed as the Judge Advocate of the Sri Lanka Navy, as a Commodore in the Volunteer Naval Force in
2008. Having ‘learnt of books and men’, he renders his service as a visiting lecturer at the Open University of Sri Lanka
and is also a faculty member of the Bandaranaike Centre for International Studies.
Palitha Fernando is no doubt an officer and a gentleman, a true Royalist who now holds the scales of justice in balance
for the Sri Lankan populace at large.
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The Olympian spirit infused by Royalist Niluka Karunaratne
Sri Lanka’s shuttle king creates history
Sri Lanka's overall captain at London 2012, Niluka Karunaratne, a past Royalist, created a gigantic upset in the world of
badminton by beating world No. 8 Kenichi Tago of Japan.
The feeling of exhilaration was felt around the world, after Niluka’s performance on July 30th, especially in Sri Lanka,
where those cheering for Niluka were more than delighted at the Shuttler’s epic win. His supreme performance at the
Wembley arena, two sets to nil, has enabled him to reach the final 16, a first ever for a Sri Lankan Badminton player in
the annals of Olympic Badminton history.
Niluka used all his talent and experience, plus sheer determination to win straight sets 21-18, 21-16 under 45 minutes in
the Group ‘C’ match qualifier. Thus his dream to be within the top ten players in the world in two years time may not be
a distant dream. Karunaratne, who is currently ranked 47th in the world, said his victory was a result of hard work and
dedication. He told media that he was well focused and always wanted to spring a surprise even though he was facing a
relatively stronger opponent.
Sri Lanka's shuttle king has done his country and alma mater proud, with his most memorable performance. The whole
of Sri Lanka and Royal College Union are wishing Niluka the very best in achieving greater glory.
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Brisbane Bradby Dinner
The spirit of Bradby is such that it spreads not only within the luxury beaches of Sri Lanka but spreads to many other
parts of the world as well. Royalists and Trinitians in Brisbane, Australia have inaugurated Brisbane Bradby Dinner, in
order to celebrate the fun and cheer of Bradby from across the world. This celebration was was held on June 30th 2012,
to coincide with the second encounter played at Pallekelle.
It combined the energy of Royal and Trinity Bradby fans, their families and friends to spread the cheer of Bradby. The
evening was organized by the Trinitians, and they had decorated the venue with the colours of the two colleges.
Proceedings kicked off at 7.30 pm, with the welcoming speech made by Mr Athula Unantenne ( T ), who emphasized the
strong bonds that exists between Royal and Trinity. Messages from the 1962 Captains, Mr Noel Brohier ( T ) and Mr
Lakshman Kaluaratchi ( R ) were read out by Mr Mohan Sayaam and Mr Baba Sourjah respectively.
The old boys then performed Royal College anthem , followed by Trinity College anthem, both sung with great gusto, and
without accompaniment. Live music kept the proceedings energetic and an excellent Sri Lankan cuisine bought forward
the memories from back home. A special toast was proposed by Mr Deneth Pieris ( T ) and Mr Shan Atygalla ( R )
However due to some technical difficulties, the “live stream” of the match, much anticipated by everyone did not take
place. Nevertheless with modern technology the way it is, some of those present, followed the match on their i phones,
giving regular updates. Initially there was great joy amongst the Royalists, but as the match progressed and finally ended,
it was the Trinitians who had the last laugh, having won the match and retaining the Bradby Shield for a second
consecutive year.
Whilst the match was in progress, the band kept on playing, and many of those present got on the dance floor, and
"shook a leg". However, it was only after the band had finished their gig, and when a DJ took over, that the joint began to
swing. His music was much more to the liking of the predominantly young audience - and when the baila session started,
there was no room on the dance floor!. A Prize was awarded to the couple adjudged to be the best baila exponents.
It was estimated that there were about 30 old boys from Royal present at the function, with "youngsters" predominant.
Those of the "older brigade" included Mr Travis Koch ( 1955 ), Mr Allan Ebert ( 1959 ), Mr Rohan Jayaratne ( 1964 ), Mr
Baba Sourjah and Mr Nalin Petikirikorale . Amongst the vintage Trinitians were, Mr John Furlong, Mr Dilip Kumar, Mr
Egerton de Franz, Mr Mohan Sayaam and Mr Jayantha Pathikirikorale.
The atmosphere was great, and it reflected the close bond and traditional values that the two colleges share. A Fund
raiser in aid of Multiple Sclerosis was also conducted.
The much enjoyed evening came to a close at 11.30 pm, and it is hoped that this will be the start of a regular event in
Brisbane's social calendar !
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RCU Contact Details
RCU Secretary.
Mr. Manju Ariyartane
E-mail: secretary@rcu.lk
RCU Treasurer.
Mr. Lalith Cooray
E-mail: lalithc@zesta.lk
RCU Office - Administration Manager.
Mr. V.S.E. Walagedera - 5521491 (O) / 2683101 (Fax)
E-mail: rcu@rcu.lk
RCU Office – Asst. Administration Manager
Ms. Charmaine Maureen Alphonsus- 5521491 (O) / 2683101 (Fax)
RCU LPMC – Manager, Career Services.
Ms. Sharlene De Chickera - 4327070 (O) / 2683100 (Fax)
Email: lpmc@rcu.lk
RCU EDEX Secretariat – Chief Operating Officer
Mr. Ranjith Amarasinghe – 5521497 (O) / 2683100 (Fax)
Email: info@edex.lk
RCU Skills Centre - Administrative Manager
Mr. Ajith Rajapaksha - 5661611 (O) / 2683101 (Fax)
Email: scmanager@rcu.lk
All news items are to be forwarded to;
RCU News Co-coordinator.
Miss Nadeesha Paulis
newscoordinator@rcu.lk
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Royal College – Contact Details
Principal’s Office - 2691029
Email: principal@infoRoyal.lk
Vice Principal’s Office – 2673133
Main Office (Upper School) – 2695256
Middle School – 2673132
Primary School – 2695830
Senior Hostel – 2695242
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Chairman - Dumindra Ratnayake – dumindra@int.etisalat.lk
Secretary - Ruwan Fernando ruwan.fernando@innovative-e.com
Treasurer – Yahan Samarajeewa yahan.samarajeewa@gmail.com
Committee
Ruwan Bakmedeniya, Vasana Wickremasena, Dinesh Jayaweera, Nelum Weragoda,
Ulfath Uwais, Bimsara Wijesinghe
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